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I. Introduction 
 
 
 
 This study provides a partial estimate of the economic impact of degraded water 

quality in the San Joaquin River.  Building upon a previous study1 by G.T. Orlob, this 

study analyzes the estimated crop decrement of six crop types in the South Delta resulting 

from increases in salinity of the San Joaquin River. The six crop types include: beans, 

corn, alfalfa, tomatoes, fruit and nuts and grapes.  The estimated value of the lost crops is 

subsequently analyzed using an input-output model to estimate the overall economic 

impact from the loss of yields due to water degradation.  

 The study is an attempt to quantify the economic impact of higher salinity water 

flows in the San Joaquin River, the estimates presented herein must be interpreted with 

care.  Some caveats regarding the results of this study: 

• Additional crop types may also be affected by increased salinity but are 

not included in this analysis. 

• Assumptions are necessarily made regarding soil conditions and 

distribution in the study area and the crops planted under each type of soil 

conditions that will differ from actual planting behavior and may 

somewhat distort the final estimates. 

• It is unknown what the exact salinity of irrigation water will be at different 

points downstream of Vernalis. This study assumes for tractability, that a 

single salinity level prevails at all points downstream over the region of 

examined. 

                                                 
1 Impact of San Joaquin River Quality on Crop Values in the South Delta 
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• Although we know that water qualities in the Central Delta will be better 

than those in the South Delta, salt impacts occur in that area at lower 

levels.  For purposes of this analysis, I concluded that treating the whole 

study area the same was appropriate as indicating what results from 

incremental increases in salinity. 

 

While all of these factors affect, to varying degrees, the precision of the estimates in this 

study, they do not change the qualitative or sign of the impacts nor do they have a great 

influence on the magnitude of the changes arising from increased salinity in the San 

Joaquin River. 

 

 

II. Yield Decrement Due to Increased Salinity 

 

 

 This study does not involve primary research into the effects of salinity changes 

on crop yields nor does it investigate the ability of various soil types to leach properly.  

Instead it builds upon the research into the relationship between soil types, leaching and 

yield decrements conducted in the report by Dr. Orlob and referenced in section I.  

 Dr. Orlob’s study investigates the relationship between the permeability of the 

soils in the South Delta and the leaching characteristics of these soils.  Dr. Orlob details 

the percent of soil groups in the South Delta by permeability.  The overwhelming share of 

soil groups fall in the slow to moderate permeability classification (91%). 
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Leaching characteristics were derived from the 1976 South Delta Salinity Status Study 

(as referenced in the Orlob study ) using observed ECes and applied water ECws for 51 

sites at 10 different locations.  Leaching fractions (LF) were calculated for both spring 

and fall ECe  

 

 

 

profiles at all sites (102 determinations) using the following relation:  
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Mean leaching fractions ( )LF  and standard deviations ( )σ  were determined for each 

location.  It was found that there was a large range for the standard deviation ranging 

from 25 to 65 percent of mean leaching fraction.  Dr. Orlob adopted an average standard 

deviation equal to ( / 3)LF as representative of in-field variation in leaching during the 

growing season. 

 Soil permeabilities and leaching fractions were related to one another by 

identifying specific locations from the Salinity Study (as referenced in the Orlob study) 

with permeability groups from a Soil Permeability Map (as referenced in the Orlob 

study).  A consistent direct relationship between permeability and leaching fractions 

emerged with some variability that Dr. Orlob attributed to in-field variation. 
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 From subsequent calculations he classifies soils in the South Delta into three 

groups; A, B, and C with mean leaching fractions equal to 0.053, 0.093 and 0.188 and 

standard deviations of 0.0177, 0.0310, and 0.0627 respectively.  These parameters of the 

probability density function for LF are used in subsequent calculation of yield decrement 

by soil type and water quality that are subsequently calculated by Dr. Orlob. 

 

 

 The relationship between yield decrement, leaching fraction and applied water 

quality are given by the following equation (equation 2 in Orlob’s study): 
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Values of S and B for various crops are taken from FAO Irrigation and Drainage Paper 

29 (as referenced in the Orlob study) and supplemented by the Water Quality Advisory 

Panel for the South Delta Salinity Status Study (as referenced in the Orlob study). 

 Since the LF can vary over a given field, the yield decrement is determined by 

combining the above relationship with the probability density function for LF (assumed 

to be normal by Dr. Orlob) and integrating over a range from 0 to LFc, a fraction above 

which there is no decrement in yield.  The new equation for yield decrement thus 

becomes (equation 3 in Orlob’s study): 
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The yield decrement-water quality relationship for a given soil group is obtained by 

integrating over the range of ECw that is of interest. For the South Delta he uses a range 

of 0.7 to 1.3 mmhos/cm.  The characteristics of the soil are summarized by mean leaching 

fraction ( )LF  and standard deviation ( )σ and the susceptibility of the crop is 

parameterized by S and B.  Orlob provides representative yield decrement-water quality 

relationships for the six crops and three soil types in Table 2 of his report.  The yield 

decrements are summarized provided for three values of ECw: 0.4, 0.7 and 1.0 dS/m.  

Since historically 0.7 has been maintained at Vernalis we use this salinity level as the 

baseline for this study. 

 Using Orlob’s yield decrement table we examine crop decrement for increases of 

salinity levels equal to 0.8, 0.9 and 1.0 dS/m.  This is accomplished by interpolating the 

crop decrement from salinity levels between the baseline 0.7 dS/m and 1.0 dS/m for 

increments of 0.1 dS/m. Results are displayed in Table A. 

Table A;    Yield Decrement (Percent), By Soil Group and Salinity Levels 
Soil Group A 
LF = 0.053, sigma = 0.0177       
        
ECw  Beans Corn Alfalfa Tomatoes Fruit & Nuts Grapes

0.7  0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
0.8  8.67 5.33 3.33 4.33 9.00 4.33
0.9  17.33 10.67 6.67 8.67 18.00 8.67
1.0  26.00 16.00 10.00 13.00 27.00 13.00

        
Soil Group B 
LF = 0.093, sigma = 0.0310 Beans Corn Alfalfa Tomatoes Fruit & Nuts Grapes
        
ECw        

0.7  0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
0.8  5.00 2.67 1.33 0.67 4.67 2.67
0.9  10.00 5.33 2.67 1.33 9.33 5.33
1.0  15.00 8.00 4.00 2.00 14.00 8.00
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Soil Group C 
LF = 0.188, sigma = 0.0627 Beans Corn Alfalfa Tomatoes Fruit & Nuts Grapes
        
ECw        

0.7  0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
0.8  2.00 0.33 0.33 0.33 0.67 0.67
0.9  4.00 0.67 0.67 0.67 1.33 1.33
1.0  6.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 2.00 2.00

 

 Table A is read as follows.  If the salinity level remains at 0.7, the current 

baseline, no additional yield decrement would occur. As salinity is increased, yield 

decrements increase for all crops.  The decline is more pronounced for soil group A, less 

pronounced for soil group C. 

 In order to know precisely what the yield decrement would be for each crop 

requires knowledge of the soil type(s) in which each crop is planted.  Since this data was 

not available a simplifying assumption that each crops acreage is planted uniformly and 

in the same proportion as the three types of soil in the South Delta. 

 Commodities and farmed acreages were extracted from the 2004 San Joaquin 

County Agricultural Commissioner's Office Pesticide Permitting Program Database and 

commodity valuation was obtained from the San Joaquin County 2004 Annual Crop 

Report, which is being offered as evidence in this proceeding.  Using these data and 

distributing each crop over the three soil types as described above, yields the following 

distribution of the total value of the six crop yields by soil type. 

Table B; South Delta Crop Value by Soil Grouping (Dollars) 

 Beans Corn Alfalfa Tomatoes Fruit & Nuts Grapes 
       
Soil Group A $3,916,938 $14,764,135 $17,271,999 $29,897,231 $17,155,066 $2,601,210
Soil Group B $3,329,397 $12,549,515 $14,681,199 $25,412,646 $14,581,806 $2,211,029
Soil Group C $2,546,010 $9,596,688 $11,226,799 $19,433,200 $11,150,793 $1,690,787
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Multiplying the yield decrements derived from the Orlob Study (Table A) with the value 

of crops planted in each soil group (Table B) for each of the salinity levels yields the 

estimated value of lost yields for each crop, soil type and salinity level.  These estimates 

are detailed in Table C and aggregated over soil type in Table D. 

 

Table C; Dollar Value of Estimated Loss in Crop Yields by Soil Group and Salinity 

Soil Group A       
       
ECw Beans Corn Alfalfa Tomatoes Fruit & Nuts Grapes 

0.7 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 
0.8 $339,468 $787,421 $575,733 $1,295,547 $1,543,956 $112,719
0.9 $678,936 $1,574,841 $1,151,467 $2,591,093 $3,087,912 $225,438
1.0 $1,018,404 $2,362,262 $1,727,200 $3,886,640 $4,631,868 $338,157

       
       
Soil Group B Beans Corn Alfalfa Tomatoes Fruit & Nuts Grapes 
       
ECw       

0.7 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 
0.8 $166,470 $334,654 $195,749 $169,418 $680,484 $58,961 
0.9 $332,940 $669,307 $391,499 $338,835 $1,360,969 $117,922
1.0 $499,410 $1,003,961 $587,248 $508,253 $2,041,453 $176,882

       
       
Soil Group C Beans Corn Alfalfa Tomatoes Fruit & Nuts Grapes 
       
ECw       

0.7 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 
0.8 $50,920 $31,989 $37,423 $64,777 $74,339 $11,272 
0.9 $101,840 $63,978 $74,845 $129,555 $148,677 $22,544 
1.0 $152,761 $95,967 $112,268 $194,332 $223,016 $33,816 

 

Table D; Dollar Value of Estimated Crop Loss by Salinity Level 

 Beans Corn Alfalfa Tomatoes Fruit & Nuts Grapes 
       

Ecw       
0.8 $556,858 $1,154,063 $808,905 $1,529,742 $2,298,779 $182,952
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0.9 $1,011,876 $2,244,149 $1,542,965 $2,929,929 $4,448,880 $343,360
       

1.0 $1,670,574 $3,462,190 $2,426,716 $4,589,225 $6,896,337 $548,855
 

 The impact on crop revenue stemming from increases in salinity of the water in 

the San Joaquin River is significant.   These numbers are sobering; however it does not 

reflect the total economic impact of this reduction in crop yield on San Joaquin County. 

 

III. The Economic Impact of a Reduction in Crop Yield  

 

 When economic activity is reduced (or increased) in one sector of the economy 

the repercussion of this decrease is not contained to the sector of origin.  Because of 

interdependencies inherent in a region’s economy, the change in activity in the original 

sector is propagated throughout the rest of the region’s economy, contracting output 

(spending) in other sectors.   In order to capture these effects, models that reflect this 

interdependency should be used to assess the total impact of the change in agricultural 

output caused by increased salinity in the San Joaquin River.  

 Input-Output models are commonly used to conduct economic impact analysis as 

they model the interdependencies between sectors of the economy.  Input-Output models 

statistically quantify the relationship between businesses and between consumers and 

businesses.  Once the structure of the economy of a region has been developed, economic 

activity in one sector of the economy can be traced as it is propagated throughout the rest 

of the economy. Thus, when activity changes in one sector the subsequent changes on the 

rest of the economy can be estimated.   
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 The total economic impact of a change in economic activity in one (or more) 

sector(s) is comprised of three different effects.  The direct effect, which is the change in 

originating sector(s) that starts the process, and in this case it is the reduction of output in 

the agricultural sectors caused by increased salinity.  The secondary impact of this 

spending arises from inter-industry purchases triggered by the direct expenditures and is 

know as the indirect effect. The tertiary impact stems from the spending of employees in 

the affected primary and secondary industries. These consumer expenditures comprise 

the induced effect.  

 A commonly used metaphor for the different types of impacts is a stone tossed 

into a pond.  The stone symbolizes the event or activity whose impact is being measured 

and the pond represents the economy of the region being analyzed.  The initial splash, as 

the stone hits the pond, is analogous to the direct effect, while the waves and ripples that 

emanate out from that splash represent the indirect and induced effects on the economy. 

 In terms of the above metaphor the stone in this case is the reduction crop yields 

and the pond through which this is propagated is the economy of San Joaquin County 

(The Stockton-Lodi MSA). 

 

 

IV. Economic Impact Results 

 

 In order to measure the economic impact we use one of three commonly 

employed input-output models.  The results are generated using a version of the IMPLAN 

model which is widely used and was originally developed by the U.S. Department of 
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Agriculture.  The results are presented in tables 1 through 9 below.  The economic impact 

is estimated for each of the three salinity levels; 0.8, 0.9, and 1.0.   Fore each salinity 

level three tables of results are presented depicting the economic impact of estimated 

crop decrements on economic output by industrial sector measured in 2005 dollars, on 

employment by industrial sector, and on tax revenues accruing to Federal, State/Local 

governments by revenue type and measured in 2005 dollars. 

 The economic impacts on San Joaquin County, like the yield decrements 

themselves, increase with the projected levels of salinity.   The individual crop losses at 

each level of salinity may not seem as significant when examined individually.  However, 

when the losses are pooled together and allowed to ripple throughout the region the 

numbers quickly become more noteworthy. 

 Examining the results of the impact study for the crop decrement caused by 

allowing salinity levels to rise to 1.0 dS/m can be found in tables 7, 8 and 9 demonstrates 

that significant damage is inflicted on the San Joaquin economy by this reduction in 

water quality.  Loss of output in the economy reaches nearly 32 million dollars and 386 

jobs are lost in the county.  As a result of all this lost economic activity the tax revenues 

accruing to state and local governments decline by 1.4 million dollars. 

 In summary, the true economic impact of reduced salinity levels in the San 

Joaquin River cannot just be gauged by looking at the value of crop decrement resulting 

from higher salinity in irrigation water.  While the estimates of the dollar loss of 

individual crop yields in the South Delta are not small, especially to the farmers who lose 

this revenue, the full impact of these losses is much higher than these crop by crop 

figures alone.  When the total value of lost crops is aggregated and a full economic 
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impact study conducted, the potential damage inflicted by a reduction in river quality 

become readily apparent. 

  

 

 

 

Water Quality ECW = 0.8 MMHOS/CM 
Employment Impact 

 
 

Industry Direct Indirect Induced Total
Ag, Forestry, Fish & Hunting    (75.1) (21.5) (0.2) (96.7) 
Mining   0.0 (0.0) (0.0) (0.0) 
Utilities    0.0 (0.2) (0.1) (0.2) 
Construction    0.0 (0.4) (0.1) (0.5) 
Manufacturing    0.0 (1.7) (0.5) (2.2) 
Wholesale Trade     0.0 (1.7) (0.5) (2.2) 
Transportation & Warehousing    0.0 (1.5) (0.6) (2.1) 
Retail Trade     0.0 (0.3) (3.7) (4.1) 
Information   0.0 (0.1) (0.3) (0.4) 
Finance & Insurance    0.0 (1.1) (1.2) (2.3) 
Real Estate & Rental     0.0 (2.7) (0.8) (3.5) 
Professional Scientific & Tech Services   0.0 (0.9) (0.7) (1.6) 
Management of Companies    0.0 (0.1) (0.2) (0.3) 
Administrative & Waste Services    0.0 (0.8) (0.9) (1.7) 
Educational Services 0.0 (0.0) (0.5) (0.5) 
Health & Social Services    0.0 (0.0) (3.8) (3.8) 
Arts- Entertainment & Recreation   0.0 (0.1) (0.6) (0.7) 
Accommodation & Food Services   0.0 (0.2) (2.6) (2.7) 
Other Services    0.0 (0.9) (1.9) (2.7) 
Government & Non NAICs    0.0 (0.2) (0.2) (0.4) 
Total (75.1) (34.3) (19.4) (128.7) 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Table 1 
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Water Quality ECW = 0.8 MMHOS/CM 

Output Impact 
 

Industry Direct Indirect Induced Total
Ag, Forestry, Fish & Hunting    (6,837,314) (807,905) (19,886) (7,665,105) 
Mining  0 (6,476) (1,758) (8,235) 
Utilities     0 (56,477) (28,268) (84,746) 
Construction     0 (36,404) (12,889) (49,293) 
Manufacturing   0 (258,091) (97,680) (355,771) 
Wholesale Trade  0 (217,092) (69,320) (286,412) 
Transportation & Warehousing     0 (149,173) (51,809) (200,983) 
Retail trade    0 (18,242) (216,251) (234,493) 
Information    0 (27,239) (54,907) (82,146) 
Finance & Insurance   0 (166,688) (175,565) (342,253) 
Real Estate & Rental    0 (375,451) (103,826) (479,277) 
Professional- Scientific & Tech Services   0 (62,496) (57,014) (119,510) 
Management of Companies    0 (10,256) (15,451) (25,707) 
Administrative & Waste Services   0 (43,145) (42,640) (85,786) 
Educational Services  0 (1,478) (22,836) (24,315) 
Health & Social Services   0 (14) (307,287) (307,301) 
Arts- Entertainment & Recreation   0 (3,992) (19,892) (23,884) 
Accommodation & Food Services   0 (9,537) (115,884) (125,421) 
Other Services   0 (93,778) (123,701) (217,479) 
Government & Non NAICs    0 (34,066) (245,475) (279,540) 
Total (6,837,314) (2,378,000) (1,782,341) (10,997,655) 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 

 
 
 
 
 

Table 2 
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Water Quality ECW = 0.8 MMHOS/CM 
Tax Impact 

 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
Employee 

Compensation 
Proprietary 

Income 
Household 

Expenditures 
Enterprises 

(Corporations) 
Indirect 

Business Tax Total 
Corporate Profits Tax    (136,314)  (136,314) 
Indirect Bus Tax: Custom Duty     (7,429) (7,429) 
Indirect Bus Tax: Excise Taxes     (23,911) (23,911) 
Indirect Bus Tax: Fed Non-Taxes     (8,439) (8,439) 
Personal Tax: Estate and Gift Tax      0 
Personal Tax: Income Tax   (372,727)   (372,727) 
Personal Tax: Non-Taxes (Fines- Fees)   (3,147)   (3,147) 
Social Ins Tax- Employee Contribution (126,575) (28,780)    (155,355) 
Social Ins Tax- Employer Contribution (131,075)     (131,075) 
Federal Government Non-Defense 
Total (257,650) (28,780) (375,874) (136,314) (39,780) (838,399) 
Corporate Profits Tax    (33,315)  (33,315) 
Dividends    (396)  (396) 
Indirect Bus Tax: Motor Vehicle License     (2,005) (2,005) 
Indirect Bus Tax: Other Taxes     (16,321) (16,321) 
Indirect Bus Tax: Property Tax     (102,048) (102,048) 
Indirect Bus Tax: S/L Non-Taxes     (18,147) (18,147) 
Indirect Bus Tax: Sales Tax     (150,744) (150,744) 
Indirect Bus Tax: Severance Tax     (77) (77) 
Personal Tax: Estate and Gift Tax      0 
Personal Tax: Income Tax   (107,987)   (107,987) 
Personal Tax: Motor Vehicle License   (3,378)   (3,378) 
Personal Tax: Non-Taxes (Fines- Fees)   (28,401)   (28,401) 
Personal Tax: Other Tax (Fish/Hunt)   (509)   (509) 
Personal Tax: Property Taxes   (1,421)   (1,421) 
Social Ins Tax- Employee Contribution (1,558)     (1,558) 
Social Ins Tax- Employer Contribution (5,608)     (5,608) 
State/Local Govt. Non-Education 
Total (7,166) 0 (141,696) (33,710) (289,342) (471,915) 
Total (264,816) (28,780) (517,570) (170,025) (329,122) (1,310,313) 

Table 3 
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Water Quality ECW = 0.9 MMHOS/CM 
Employment Impact 

 
 

Industry Direct Indirect Induced Total
Ag, Forestry, Fish & Hunting    (144.0) (41.2) (0.4) (185.6)
Mining   0.0 (0.1) (0.0) (0.1)
Utilities    0.0 (0.3) (0.1) (0.4)
Construction    0.0 (0.7) (0.2) (0.9)
Manufacturing    0.0 (3.3) (0.9) (4.2)
Wholesale Trade     0.0 (3.2) (1.0) (4.2)
Transportation & Warehousing    0.0 (2.8) (1.2) (4.0)
Retail Trade     0.0 (0.6) (7.2) (7.8)
Information   0.0 (0.3) (0.5) (0.8)
Finance & Insurance    0.0 (2.1) (2.3) (4.4)
Real Estate & Rental     0.0 (5.1) (1.6) (6.7)
Professional Scientific & Tech Services   0.0 (1.7) (1.4) (3.1)
Management of Companies    0.0 (0.2) (0.3) (0.5)
Administrative & Waste Services    0.0 (1.5) (1.8) (3.3)
Educational Services 0.0 (0.1) (0.9) (1.0)
Health & Social Services    0.0 (0.0) (7.3) (7.3)
Arts- Entertainment & Recreation   0.0 (0.2) (1.2) (1.4)
Accommodation & Food Services   0.0 (0.3) (4.9) (5.2)
Other Services    0.0 (1.6) (3.6) (5.2)
Government & Non NAICs    0.0 (0.4) (0.3) (0.7)
Total (144.0) (65.7) (37.2) (246.9)

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Table 4 
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Water Quality ECW = 0.9 MMHOS/CM 

Output Impact 
 

Industry Direct Indirect Induced Total
Ag, Forestry, Fish & Hunting    (13,107,820) (1,549,612) (38,164) (14,695,596) 
Mining  0 (12,405) (3,374) (15,780) 
Utilities     0 (108,219) (54,251) (162,471) 
Construction     0 (69,760) (24,736) (94,496) 
Manufacturing   0 (494,596) (187,463) (682,058) 
Wholesale Trade  0 (415,670) (133,036) (548,706) 
Transportation & Warehousing     0 (285,611) (99,430) (385,041) 
Retail trade    0 (34,955) (415,018) (449,972) 
Information    0 (52,198) (105,374) (157,572) 
Finance & Insurance   0 (319,823) (336,935) (656,758) 
Real Estate & Rental    0 (719,179) (199,258) (918,437) 
Professional- Scientific & Tech Services   0 (119,837) (109,419) (229,256) 
Management of Companies    0 (19,646) (29,652) (49,298) 
Administrative & Waste Services   0 (82,659) (81,833) (164,493) 
Educational Services  0 (2,832) (43,826) (46,658) 
Health & Social Services   0 (28) (589,729) (589,757) 
Arts- Entertainment & Recreation   0 (7,657) (38,176) (45,833) 
Accommodation & Food Services   0 (18,279) (222,400) (240,678) 
Other Services   0 (179,731) (237,401) (417,132) 
Government & Non NAICs    0 (65,271) (471,102) (536,374) 
Total (13,107,820) (4,557,968) (3,420,578) (21,086,366) 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 

 
 
 
 
 

Table 5 
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Water Quality ECW = 0.9 MMHOS/CM 
Tax Impact 

 

 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
Employee 

Compensation 
Proprietary 

Income 
Household 

Expenditures 
Enterprises 

(Corporations) 
Indirect 

Business Tax Total 
Corporate Profits Tax    (261,141)  (261,141) 
Indirect Bus Tax: Custom Duty     (14,255) (14,255) 
Indirect Bus Tax: Excise Taxes     (45,878) (45,878) 
Indirect Bus Tax: Fed Non-Taxes     (16,192) (16,192) 
Personal Tax: Estate and Gift Tax      0 
Personal Tax: Income Tax   (715,318)   (715,318) 
Personal Tax: Non-Taxes (Fines- Fees)   (6,041)   (6,041) 
Social Ins Tax- Employee Contribution (242,929) (55,223)    (298,152) 
Social Ins Tax- Employer Contribution (251,566)     (251,566) 
Federal Government Non-Defense 
Total (494,495) (55,223) (721,358) (261,141) (76,324) (1,608,542) 
Corporate Profits Tax    (63,822)  (63,822) 
Dividends    (758)  (758) 
Indirect Bus Tax: Motor Vehicle 
License     (3,847) (3,847) 
Indirect Bus Tax: Other Taxes     (31,315) (31,315) 
Indirect Bus Tax: Property Tax     (195,798) (195,798) 
Indirect Bus Tax: S/L Non-Taxes     (34,818) (34,818) 
Indirect Bus Tax: Sales Tax     (289,230) (289,230) 
Indirect Bus Tax: Severance Tax     (148) (148) 
Personal Tax: Estate and Gift Tax      0 
Personal Tax: Income Tax   (207,244)   (207,244) 
Personal Tax: Motor Vehicle License   (6,483)   (6,483) 
Personal Tax: Non-Taxes (Fines- Fees)   (54,505)   (54,505) 
Personal Tax: Other Tax (Fish/Hunt)   (977)   (977) 
Personal Tax: Property Taxes   (2,727)   (2,727) 
Social Ins Tax- Employee Contribution (2,990)     (2,990) 
Social Ins Tax- Employer Contribution (10,764)     (10,764) 
State/Local Govt. Non-Education 
Total (13,754) 0 (271,935) (64,580) (555,155) (905,424) 
Total (508,249) (55,223) (993,293) (325,721) (631,479) (2,513,965) 

Table 6 
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Water Quality ECW = 1.0 MMHOS/CM 
Employment Impact 

 
 

Industry Direct Indirect Induced Total
Ag, Forestry, Fish & Hunting    (225.2) (64.4) (0.6) (290.2) 
Mining   0.0 (0.1) (0.0) (0.1) 
Utilities    0.0 (0.5) (0.2) (0.7) 
Construction    0.0 (1.1) (0.4) (1.4) 
Manufacturing    0.0 (5.2) (1.4) (6.6) 
Wholesale Trade     0.0 (5.0) (1.6) (6.6) 
Transportation & Warehousing    0.0 (4.4) (1.8) (6.2) 
Retail Trade     0.0 (1.0) (11.2) (12.2) 
Information   0.0 (0.4) (0.8) (1.2) 
Finance & Insurance    0.0 (3.3) (3.6) (6.9) 
Real Estate & Rental     0.0 (8.0) (2.5) (10.6) 
Professional Scientific & Tech Services   0.0 (2.7) (2.2) (4.9) 
Management of Companies    0.0 (0.3) (0.5) (0.8) 
Administrative & Waste Services    0.0 (2.4) (2.8) (5.2) 
Educational Services 0.0 (0.1) (1.4) (1.5) 
Health & Social Services    0.0 (0.0) (11.4) (11.4) 
Arts- Entertainment & Recreation   0.0 (0.3) (1.8) (2.1) 
Accommodation & Food Services   0.0 (0.5) (7.7) (8.2) 
Other Services    0.0 (2.6) (5.6) (8.2) 
Government & Non NAICs    0.0 (0.6) (0.5) (1.1) 
Total (225.2) (102.8) (58.1) (386.1) 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Table 7 
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Water Quality ECW = 1.0 MMHOS/CM 

Output Impact 
 

Industry Direct Indirect Induced Total
Ag, Forestry, Fish & Hunting    (20,511,940) (2,423,715) (59,658) (22,995,312) 
Mining  0 (19,429) (5,275) (24,704) 
Utilities     0 (169,431) (84,805) (254,237) 
Construction     0 (109,213) (38,667) (147,880) 
Manufacturing   0 (774,272) (293,040) (1,067,313) 
Wholesale Trade  0 (651,275) (207,961) (859,236) 
Transportation & Warehousing     0 (447,520) (155,428) (602,948) 
Retail trade    0 (54,727) (648,752) (703,479) 
Information    0 (81,717) (164,720) (246,437) 
Finance & Insurance   0 (500,064) (526,695) (1,026,759) 
Real Estate & Rental    0 (1,126,353) (311,479) (1,437,832) 
Professional- Scientific & Tech Services   0 (187,487) (171,043) (358,530) 
Management of Companies    0 (30,768) (46,352) (77,120) 
Administrative & Waste Services   0 (129,436) (127,921) (257,357) 
Educational Services  0 (4,435) (68,509) (72,944) 
Health & Social Services   0 (43) (921,860) (921,904) 
Arts- Entertainment & Recreation   0 (11,975) (59,677) (71,652) 
Accommodation & Food Services   0 (28,611) (347,653) (376,264) 
Other Services   0 (281,333) (371,103) (652,436) 
Government & Non NAICs    0 (102,197) (736,424) (838,621) 
Total (20,511,940) (7,134,001) (5,347,023) (32,992,963) 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 

 
 
 
 
 

Table 8 
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Water Quality ECW = 1.0 MMHOS/CM 
Tax Impact 

 

 
 
 
 
 
 

 

 
Employee 

Compensation 
Proprietary 

Income 
Household 

Expenditures 
Enterprises 

(Corporations) 
Indirect 

Business Tax Total 
Corporate Profits Tax    (408,943)  (408,943) 
Indirect Bus Tax: Custom Duty     (22,288) (22,288) 
Indirect Bus Tax: Excise Taxes     (71,733) (71,733) 
Indirect Bus Tax: Fed Non-Taxes     (25,318) (25,318) 
Personal Tax: Estate and Gift Tax      0 
Personal Tax: Income Tax   (1,118,180)   (1,118,180) 
Personal Tax: Non-Taxes (Fines- Fees)   (9,442)   (9,442) 
Social Ins Tax- Employee Contribution (379,725) (86,341)    (466,066) 
Social Ins Tax- Employer Contribution (393,226)     (393,226) 
Federal Government Non-Defense 
Total (772,951) (86,341) (1,127,622) (408,943) (119,339) (2,515,196) 
Corporate Profits Tax    (99,944)  (99,944) 
Dividends    (1,187)  (1,187) 
Indirect Bus Tax: Motor Vehicle License     (6,015) (6,015) 
Indirect Bus Tax: Other Taxes     (48,963) (48,963) 
Indirect Bus Tax: Property Tax     (306,144) (306,144) 
Indirect Bus Tax: S/L Non-Taxes     (54,440) (54,440) 
Indirect Bus Tax: Sales Tax     (452,233) (452,233) 
Indirect Bus Tax: Severance Tax     (231) (231) 
Personal Tax: Estate and Gift Tax      0 
Personal Tax: Income Tax   (323,962)   (323,962) 
Personal Tax: Motor Vehicle License   (10,134)   (10,134) 
Personal Tax: Non-Taxes (Fines- Fees)   (85,202)   (85,202) 
Personal Tax: Other Tax (Fish/Hunt)   (1,527)   (1,527) 
Personal Tax: Property Taxes   (4,262)   (4,262) 
Social Ins Tax- Employee Contribution (4,674)     (4,674) 
Social Ins Tax- Employer Contribution (16,825)     (16,825) 
State/Local Govt. Non-Education 
Total (21,499) 0 (425,088) (101,131) (868,026) (1,415,744) 
Total (794,449) (86,341) (1,552,710) (510,074) (987,365) (3,930,940) 

Table 9 
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TESTIMONY OF WILLIAM “CHIP” SALMON

My name is William Salmon.  I reside at 7749 West Undine Road, Stockton,
California.  For the past five years I have been the manager of ABF Services, Inc.
(“ABF”) and I also own and lease other property in the South Delta which I farm
separately.

As manager of ABF, I farm a piece of property at the east end of Grant Line Canal
as indicated on Attachment “A.”  It is my understanding this property is riparian to both
Grant Line Canal and Middle River.  The crops on this property have included walnuts,
grapes, beans, alfalfa, tomatoes and other row crops. 

 In the last few years, I have noticed an increasing and substantial damage to the
crops resulting from salinity.  This problem has been verified by representatives of the
Ag Extension Service and by a laboratory analysis done by my fertilizer representative at
John Taylor Fertilizer.  Attachment “B” is a copy of the tissue analysis of the walnuts.  It
indicates acute chloride toxicity.

Attachments “C” and “D” are certain water quality sampling data from DWR for
Middle River and Grant Line Canal, the two places from which I diverted water for this
property.  The Middle River data for 2002 shows EC levels in the 700 and 800 range for
most of the year, especially in summer.  The Grant Line Canal data (measured at
Doughty Cut) shows EC in August was generally above 800 and sometimes 900.  For the
summer months in general, the level was most always above 700, though of course there
were fluctuations.  The EC objective at Vernalis for agriculture during the summer
months is 700.

I have also attached some pictures as Attachment “E” which show some of the salt
damage to the crops.  Copies are difficult to view, but they do show the burned margins
of the leaves and arrested growth associated with the salt damage.

The data for the damages in 2002 are as follows.  The 105 acres of walnuts had a
decrease in yield form 254,580 tons in 1999 to 105,380 in 2002 for the Payne variety and
85,420 tons in 1999 to 33,440 tons for the Westside variety.  There was obvious leaf burn
and stunted growth on the walnuts from the salts.  Although the orchard would have to
have been removed eventually due to a virus, it still should have had many more years of
production left.  However, I had to remove the orchard in 2002 because of the decrease in
yield at a cost of $450 - $550 per acre which included tree removal, root removal and
associated labor.

SDWA-3
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The grapes are 47 acres of  the Chardonnay variety.  The sugar levels necessary to
allow harvest for the contract I have were never reached, the grapes actually began to
turn into raisins and the vines to defoliate.  Although I did harvest some of them for juice,
basically the entire crop was lost.

Beans were planted on 68 acres.  The stunted growth of the plants was very
obvious and the crop yield was one-half of other fields using the same seed and cultural
practices.  This acreage yielded 10 sacks per acre while the others were 20.

Although I have not calculated the current year’s problems, the Chardonnay
grapes are again stressed and will have a decreased yield and the young walnut tress I
have planted which include the varieties of Tulare and Chandler are suffering from
chloride stress.

To address this problem over the years I have applied soil amendments such as
gypsum and have flooded the fields in winter to attempt to flush out the salts.  However,
the soil ph in combination with the salty water binds the chlorides and prevents leaching. 
The walnuts and grapes acreage are installed with tile drainage, but even that aid to
drainage was inadequate.

If the water quality in the interior South Delta channels, including the Middle
River near Old River compliance location was maintained at the 700 EC standard (April
through August), the salt problems I am experiencing would certainly decrease and result
in a direct economic benefit to ABF and associated parties. It is my personal belief that
the State Water Resources Control Board should require DWR and USBR to comply
with their respective permit conditions and meet the South Delta Water Quality
Objectives.  

 

C:\SDWA\Memos. Misc\Salmon Jr. Testimony
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TESTIMONY OF ALEX HILDEBRAND
     HEARING ON PROPOSED CEASE AND DESIST ORDER TO

                 DWR AND USBR

My name is Alex Hildebrand.  I was a Director of the South Delta Water Agency
(SDWA) for 30 years and am currently the engineer for that Agency.  A copy of the
Agency’s boundaries is provided as Attachment “A.”  I have testified many times before
this Board as well as other regulatory and legislative bodies and was qualified as an
expert witness with regard to the water quality and flow issues affecting the South Delta.

A copy of my current statement of qualifications is attached hereto as Attachment
“B.”  Briefly, I have a B.S. in physics with minors in chemistry and engineering, and
worked for Chevron until I retired in engineering and technical capacities including
Assistant Chief Engineer of the Richmond Refinery and Director of the La Habra
Research Laboratory.  Since that time I have farmed approximately 150 acres on the San
Joaquin River about 12 miles by river downstream of Vernalis in the South Delta.  For
the past 30 years, I have been intimately involved in the discussions, negotiations,
regulatory proceedings and litigation to protect its diverters from the adverse effects of
SWP and CVP and to insure the area has an adequate supply of good quality water.

My testimony for this proceeding is divided into four parts following a discussion
of background. The first part deals with how the DWR and USBR can meet current
salinity standards while using temporary rock barriers.  It has been argued that the 0.7 EC
requirement in internal channels cannot be reasonably met even after implementation of
the SDIP and that it is therefore unreasonable to require it now.  That assertion is
incorrect.  The second deals with the numerous interrelated benefits which result from
compliance with permit conditions.  The third part explains how I and others are
personally affected.  And the last part addresses the reconsideration of the Water Quality
Response Plan.

I.        Background

1) Regulatory Background

As set forth in the 1991 and 1995 Water Quality Control Plans, the two San
Joaquin River standards (at Brandt Bridge and Vernalis) were to be implemented
promptly.  The two Old River standards (Old River near Middle River and Old River at
Tracy Road Bridge) were to be implemented no later than December 31, 1997 (see
Attachment “C”). The 1995 Plan therefore recognized that the San Joaquin River
standards would be addressed with good quality flows on the River, while the Old River
standards required other actions such as barriers which could not be immediately
implemented.

SDWA-2
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In D-1641, the Board acknowledged that, “Construction of permanent barriers
alone is not expected to result in attainment of the water quality objectives.”  The Board
went on to note that the “objectives can be met consistently only by providing more
dilution or by treatment.”  (See Attachment “D” D-1641 at page 88.)  

Hence, in 2000, this Board recognized that permanent barrier installation and
operation and other actions, including additional dilution flows, were necessary to meet
the standards.

Since 1995 at the earliest, and 2000 at the latest, DWR and USBR have known
that in order to meet the 0.7/1.0EC standards, they had to undertake actions in addition to
the proposed barrier program.  To my knowledge, DWR and USBR have undertaken no
actions other than the barrier program.

As I understand the issues before the Board in this proceeding, the questions are
first, whether a Cease and Desist Order should issue, and second, if so, what terms should
be in such an order.  

The answer to the first question is certainly “yes.”  Since DWR and USBR do not
believe their current operations, including temporary barriers, will result in compliance
with their permit terms, especially at the three interior South Delta stations, they should
be ordered to comply.  There appears to be no logical or practical reason for not requiring
compliance with existing Water Quality Objectives and permit terms.  This is especially
true given that the Board determined over five years ago in D-1641 that compliance
would indeed require additional dilution flows (or treatment).  The fact that DWR and
USBR knew the permanent operable barriers would not be built in the short term and did
not undertake the necessary and anticipated other actions to secure and provide additional
flows or treatment does not change the need for the objectives or the benefits therefrom.  

I note that HR 2828 requires the USBR to develop a plan by the end of this year
under which it will meet its water quality obligations on the San Joaquin River (see
Attachment “E”).  Since the Congress believes the Bureau should meet the objectives,
one would think the SWRCB would too.  

2) Historical Background

The changes in San Joaquin River flows and water quality pre-CVP and post CVP
are set forth in the June 1980 Report entitled “Effects of the CVP Upon the Southern
Delta Water Supply Sacramento - San Joaquin River Delta, California.”  This Report and
numerous other studies and investigations (including D-1641) have identified the
operation of the CVP as the principle cause of the salinity problem in the lower San
Joaquin River and Delta.  However, the SWP’s effects on flows in Delta channels and its
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joint efforts with the CVP in supplying export water to the San Joaquin Valley are
significant contributory causes.

As a consequence of this problem, the SWRCB slowly adopted and even more
slowly implemented water quality objectives to protect agricultural beneficial uses.
Currently, only dilution water is used to meet the Vernalis standard.  The delay in
implementing the other three standards has allowed DWR and USBR to avoid taking
other actions. [Although temporary barriers do trap some good quality export water
which improves water quality in portions of Middle River and Tracy Old River
compliance stations, the net flow is back (downstream) over the barriers and the water
quality does not approach the 0.7 EC standard.

The dilution water needed to comply with the current Vernalis salinity objectives
is required because the westside wetlands and farm lands receive Delta Mendota Canal
(DMC) water which contains a large salt load.  That salt load is then concentrated by crop
and wetland evaporation.  Most of the salt then drains to the river where it must be
diluted.  

II.  Compliance with the 0.7/1.0EC internal South Delta salinity standard with 
Temporary barriers

The subject Water Quality Objectives can be met and the in-channel water supply
in internal South Delta channels can be maintained at 0.7 EC from April through August
with very little water cost to the CVP and SWP.  This is the case both before and after
permanent barriers are installed and other concurrent measures are provided.  While
using temporary barriers the following salinity control measures and others should be
utilized.

1) Dilution Needs.  

A)  As water passes Vernalis, it slowly degrades due to evaporation,
consumptive uses and urban discharges.  This degradation is reflected in field data which
DWR has collected and which is set forth in Attachment “F.”  The increase in salinity
during low flows can be .1 EC or more from Vernalis to Brandt Bridge.  The amount of
dilution water needed to offset this rise in salinity at Brandt Bridge or elsewhere depends
on the quality of the dilution water and the amount of the flow from Vernalis to Brandt
Bridge.  Dilution provided upstream of Vernalis can be used to lower salinity below 0.7
EC at Vernalis so that it will not rise above 0.7 EC at downstream locations.  Dilution
with Middle River water can be used to restore salinity to 0.7 EC at the point of dilution. 
To offset a 0.1 EC rise in salinity would take about 250 cfs of 0.4 EC dilution water when
the Vernalis base flow is 1000 cfs.  The 0.4 EC is representative of DMC water quality. 
If the dilution flow was provided from one of the tributaries, less of that better quality
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water would be required.

2) Dilution Opportunities.

A) New Melones is currently the only reservoir used by the USBR to meet the
Vernalis standard.  Whatever additional measures are undertaken to meet the downstream
South Delta standards, the New Melones releases that would be required in the absence
of these measures to meet the Vernalis standard will continue to be required at least in the
short term.  Additional releases could also be made from this source to contribute to
meeting the other South Delta standards.  This year as of June, the Bureau has allocated
180,000 acre-feet of New Melones storage for water quality purposes, but has used none
of this amount (see Attachment “G;” personal communication with USBR staff). 
Obviously, in the short term, water is available from New Melones.

B) Additional water from the tributaries to the San Joaquin River could be
purchased for release during the April through August time frame.  In the recent past,
hundreds of thousands of acre-feet have been purchased from the tributaries for a variety
of reasons.  As stated above, it would take less of this high quality water to provide the
needed dilution than is the case when DMC water is used.  

C) Upstream exchanges could also be coordinated to provide dilution flows. 
Given the various connections of the SWP and CVP distribution systems, exchanges
between water users could be made to provide additional flows on the San Joaquin River. 
For example, this year excess and flood flows from Friant were diverted at the Mendota
Pool for delivery to Westlands Water District and others.  Some of that water could have
been allowed to flow downstream in exchange for other DMC, California Aqueduct, or
San Luis Reservoir supplies.

D) Water can also be recirculated through the DMC using one of its wasteways
to deliver the flows to the San Joaquin River.  The Bureau conducted such a recirculation
pilot project in 2004 using DMC water released from the Newman Wasteway.  The
releases during that project had a significant impact on San Joaquin River quality.  (See
Attachment “H”).  The 250 CFS recirculation release from the Newman Wasteway
decreased the EC in the River from 1,200 to 900 ( or 1.2 to 0.9 using the same parameters
as the 0.7 standard) at the Patterson Measurement Station and from 700 to 600 (or 0.7 to
0.6) at the Vernalis Station. [The differing changes are due to the differing amounts of
flow in the River at the two locations.]  I also note that D-1641 specifically required the
Bureau to investigate the use of such recirculation to assist in meeting water quality
standards.  I believe the Bureau has failed to meet the deadlines required by D-1641.

E) Transfers for EWA or other purposes can be coordinated such that the
transfer water could be released during the April - August time frame.  The transfer water
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would provide dilution but would not be lost as San Joaquin River and South Delta
diversion needs do not change with flow fluctuations.  

F)  As the Board knows, CVP permits in addition to New Melones are
burdened with the requirement of meeting the salinity objectives.  Hence, releases from
Friant, Shasta, Folsom, or San Luis could be used to supplement San Joaquin River
flows.  For example, the high flows this year from Friant re-charged (to some degree) the
groundwater in the area at and above Gravelly Ford on the San Joaquin.  The Bureau
missed a perfect opportunity to test how much water would be lost from additional
summer releases once that groundwater had been re-charged.

G) Temporary barrier operations result in net downstream flow back over the
Middle River and Grant Line Canal barriers.  Improved San Joaquin River water quality
will also improve the Middle River and Grant Line quality.  If this does not result in
compliance at the Middle River and Old River Stations, other actions can be undertaken. 
The Middle River rock barrier can be improved to capture and retain more high tide
water, and low lift pumps can be added at the barrier to increase the flow of high quality
water up through Middle River and into Old River.  This will maintain high quality water
in Middle River, and the flow continuing into Old River will blend with the water
flowing into the head of Old River.  This will further reduce the salinity of the Old River
water which is also reduced by the measures discussed above.

3) Recovery of Dilution Flows.

A) Any additional dilution flows added to the San Joaquin River are available
for export as they pass through the South Delta. If the water cannot be currently pumped
as additional exports, DWR and USBR could coordinate exchanges so that the water is
pumped for such things as EWA purposes using the additional 500 CSF export
authorization of the SWP or exchanged to replace or substitute for a transfer being
accomplished under JPOD operations.  Even if none of these authorizations were
available, DWR and USBR could petition the Board for short term authorization to allow
them to pump these additional dilution flows.  One would assume the Board would look
favorably upon such a request given that its underlying purpose is to meet existing Water
Quality Objectives.  Approval of such petition would be similar to D-1641's “no net loss”
principle regarding fishery releases.  In sum, all additional dilution flows would enter the
South Delta and be available for export at the SWP and/or the CVP pumps.  The losses
should only be minimal.  For example, the recirculation pilot program estimated the
losses at less than 10%.  I recall that carriage water losses for the DWR Dry Year
Purchase Program were less than 5% in 2004.

It is important to note that the water deliveries of the CVP to its westside service
area of the San Joaquin Valley, as assisted by the SWP, are the cause of the River’s
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salinity problems.  As I understand it, other parties are asserting that the CVP and SWP
should not be required to meet the standards if it adversely affects their deliveries or
costs. It would be illogical and unfair to allow the continued delivery of the water which
causes the salt problem, and yet not require that some of that delivered water be used to
mitigate the salt problem. 

  III.   Benefits Resulting From Compliance With The Salinity Objectives

I will now give an overview of the benefits from meeting the Water Quality
Objectives which also addresses the question of whether a Cease and Desist Order should
issue.

A)    As the Board knows, the 0.7/1.0 EC standards were developed to protect
agricultural beneficial uses.  The voluminous studies, investigations, and testimony
previously used by the Board in setting these standards was referenced in SDWA’s
presentation at the Periodic Review process workshops.  Generally, EC’s above 0.7 have
an incremental adverse effect on crop production, which translates into a monetary
damage to farmers.

B)    To get a broad estimate of the damage that occurs as the EC of the water
rises, I refer the Board to the previously submitted report of Dr. G. T. Orlob attached
hereto as Attachment “I,” and entitled “Impacts of San Joaquin River Quality On Crop
Yields In The South Delta.”   Therein, Mr. Orlob calculated the crop damage in dollars
between actual crop yields and the yields which would result if a standard of 500 TDS
had been  met.  Using 1976 figures and dollars, the crop loss for the South Delta area was
(15.70 - 8.64) $7.06 million.  In 2005 dollars, it is approximately $24 million (using a
CPI calculation at http://woodrow.mpls.frb.fed.us/research/data/us/calc/).  This gives the
Board a good idea of the scope of the crop damage if the EC downstream of Vernalis
were allowed to exceed the current standard during the April through August time frame. 
The specific impacts on diverters is exemplified by the testimony of the other SDWA and
CDWA witnesses.

C)    We also know that virtually all of the San Joaquin River water ends up at the
State and Federal pumps (see Testimony of Thomas Zuckerman, Exhibit No. CDWA-
10).  This is due to the fact that even with temporary barriers, the net flow is downstream
over the Grant Line and Middle River barriers, and, that the water which continues down
the mainstem of the River also mostly ends up at the pumps.   Hence, the quality of
export water is partially dependent on the quality of the San Joaquin River.  Improving
the River water quality in order to meet the standards will benefit export interests,
especially municipal water users.  Although I do not have the calculations, I understand
that the Bureau has done investigations which determined the benefit to municipal water
treatment plants resulting from improvements and source water quality.  
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D)    The Board is also well aware of the dissolved oxygen (DO ) problem in both
the mainstem of the River, specifically in the Stockton Deep Water Ship Channel, and
also generally throughout the South Delta.  Two Basin Plan Objectives for DO apply to
these waters.  Additional good quality water added to the system for purpose of meeting
the salinity standards will also help improve DO levels both because of the quality of the
flows, and the additional flow/circulation they will provide.

E)    The additional flows would also provide benefits to the various fisheries.  We
know that out-migrating salmon smolts are traveling through the system even after the
spring pulse flow has ended.  These fish would be helped by the higher flows.  Other
species, such as steelhead and smelt may also be benefitted by the higher flows.  Use of
the additional flows for dilution would provide an opportunity for the fishery agencies to
examine the effects. 

IV.  Effects On Farming Operations

As I referenced above, I am a farmer on the San Joaquin River.  I divert under
both appropriative rights (see Attachment “J”) and under my riparian rights (my chain of
title documents are being introduced by a CDWA witness as Exhibit No. CDWA-6).  I
have personally experienced the adverse impacts of the SWP and CVP, and other
upstream projects.  I have had reduced crop yields due to high salinity of the River water. 
I have been unable to divert from the River due to decreased upstream flows and the
destruction of the high tide which previously extend to the portion of the River I abut. 
Requiring the DWR and USBR to meet the previously established Water Quality
Objectives which are contained in their permits would not only protect me, but also
numerous other beneficial users of water.  Farmers further downstream have experienced
more loss due to salinity because salinity rises above the Vernalis standard as water flows
downstream as previously discussed.

Finally, for clarification, the draft Cease and Desist Order states the temporary
barriers are installed to mitigate the adverse effects of the HOR fish barrier.  This is
misleading.  Although the federal funding for the temporary barriers was previously
linked in CVPIA to the funding for the HOR fish barrier as mitigation of that barrier, that
does not accurately describe why the other three tidal barriers are installed.  It is my
understanding that DWR now shoulders all of the costs of the temporary barrier program,
though there may be some arrangement whereby USBR will pay its share in some other
way.  The temporary tidal barriers are installed to partially mitigate the adverse effects on
water levels, quality, and quantity resulting from the operations of the CVP and SWP.  At
this date, the SWRCB should not be trying to avoid describing the true state of affairs in
the South Delta.  There is no disagreement that the projects lower water levels, decrease
flows, reverse channel flows, cause stagnant zones and worsen water quality.  The
temporary tidal barriers are one of the preliminary steps in correcting these problems.
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V.  Water Quality Response Plan

Finally, I will address this Board’s reconsideration of the Chief of the Division of
Water Rights approval of the current Water Quality Response Plan for Joint Point of
Diversion.  In approving the current Response Plan, the Division Chief waived
compliance with the currently existing Water Quality Objectives for Agricultural
Beneficial Uses at the Brandt Bridge, Old River near Middle River and Old River at
Tracy Road (sic) Bridge.  This would appear to be not only beyond the Division Chief’s
authority and contrary to D-1641, but also directly contrary to the purpose of the Water
Quality Response Plan.

D-1641 requires as a condition to JPOD that the DWR and USBR “develop a
response plan to ensure that the water quality in the southern and central Delta will not be
significantly degraded through operations of the Joint Point of diversion to the injury of
water users in the southern and central Delta” (see for example page 150-151 of D-1641). 
Approval of the plan was to come from the Division Chief.

The purpose of the plan is to ensure that the incremental affects on water quality
resulting from JPOD do not injure other users.  Inexplicably, the Division Chief decided
that while she was protecting the Delta users from the incremental effects of JPOD on
water quality, she would relax the existing Water Quality Objectives.  In other words, she
allowed a greater impact to water quality than she was protecting through the plan.

This bizarre decision by the Division Chief cannot stand and should be forthwith
revoked.  No further evidence is necessary to undo such an act which is not only beyond
her authority but directly contrary to the explicit and implicit purposes of the Water
Quality Response Plan.  This Board will consider changes to the 1995 Water Quality
Control Plan through the Periodic Review process and perhaps through the process
resulting from DWR and USBR’s Petition to delay implementation of their permit terms. 
The Response Plan process did not give any party notice that such a significant change
was pending and so it would be unfair and wrong to allow it.  Similarly, we belief a
change in the standards would require new environmental evaluation.

SDWA requests that the Water Quality Response Plan not include the Division
Chief’s wrongful waiver of existing standards.

SDWA\Cease and Desist\Hildebrand Testimony Cease and Desist
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